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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2020 #04 --- April 2020 
 
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared 
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to 
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month. 
 

Editorial 
 

Happy April Everyone! This month we observe the 50th anniversary of the phenomenal annual event celebrated 
around the world, Earth Day! (22nd), so take this opportunity on this special day to stand up and speak out for the 
planet by participating in campaigns in your local community.  
Highlights of March include the Landcare Youth Summit in Canberra - and exciting times ahead as HOPE looks to 
launch our own summit for the Youth of the Toowoomba region, scheduled to coincide with next year’s National 
Youth Week events in April. 
Regards, 
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc. 
 

 
 

2020 National/International Events Calendar 
 

April 

18  World Heritage Day 
18Apr-19May National Trust Heritage Festival 
22  Earth Day 
 
May 

3-9  International Composting Awareness Week 
5-7  OZWater'20 
9   World Migratory Bird Day 
18-24  National Volunteer Week 
22  International Day for Biological Diversity 
23  World Turtle Day 
 
June 

5   World Environment Day 
8    World Oceans Day 
13  HOPE quarterly Ordinary Meeting, Toowoomba 
15  Global Wind Day 
17  World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought 
 

 
 

HOPE Office News --- April 2020 
 

Good morning folks, 
 

Over the months of March and April, the office will be focused on reviewing potential projects (from both previously 
unsuccessful applications and our ‘backlog projects folder’) and suitable funding sources to realise them. If you 
have experience in writing funding applications, please contact the office to volunteer your services. 
Lastly, we welcome our new Newsletter Editor - Daniela Dal’Castel; and farewell Karolina Firman who stepped 
down due to increased external workload.  
Take care of yourselves, as we live through COVID-19. 
Regards, 
 

Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph. 07 4639 2135, www.hopeaustralia.org.au  
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Feature Articles 
 

The Risk and Solution of Microplastic in the Ocean 
By Joe Xu, HOPE researcher Qld 
 
The word “microplastic” is no longer an unknown term to the public as plenty of materials have published on this 
issue. Now we know that microplastic is everywhere around us, from the air to the ocean. Scientists have even found 
these tiny fragments in the sediment of the deep sea. There are 5,250 billion plastic particles floating on the surface 
of the world’s seas and oceans, equivalent to 268,940 metric tons of waste. This weight is equal to the annual 
consumption of plastics of 3 million people in Australia. According to the survey on particle materials in the water 
column of the ocean, the maximal concentration of particles usually occurred in the sub-surface of the water column. 
As current data is limited, the amount of microplastic in the whole body of water in the ocean might be significantly 
underestimated. A substantial proportion of scientific research has shown that some marine species could accumulate 
significant amounts of the pollutant. This magnifies the threat of microplastic to marine life and to the human 
population by way of the food chain. Although there is between 4 -12 million metric tons of plastics polluting the ocean 
each year, we know little about how much is broken down into smaller pieces. So, further research is needed to draw 
the map of pollution of microplastic in the ocean. Like other environmental issues, uncertainty remains the greatest 
threat to action, but unfortunately, as we wait for certainty, the issue becomes even more difficult to tackle. 
 
The problem is not whether it is a threat but how to face the threat at this moment. Of course, government and 
researchers need to hasten their steps toward achieving the target of reducing microplastic pollution.  At the same 
time, we might consider how we might recycle and reuse microplastics. Microplastic can be recycled and reused; we 
have recycled and reused plastics bottles, bags and other plastics materials in great quantity. They are essentially 
the same and recycled in a similar process. With the use of filters, we can gather plastic material from the environment 
according to their size. It is not a difficult technique to fix these filters onto the ships travelling the ocean. Although, as 
it is cheaper to dispose of plastic material directly into the ocean rather than to gather and reuse them, this plan has 
little commercial value. Also, another unfortunate fact is that only 9% of plastics can be recycled, and an even smaller 
amount when it comes to microplastic. 
 

 …  
The operation of Ocean Cleanup Array can gather the micro-plastics successfully. 

 
 

 
Geoscience Australia (GA) - ga.gov.au 
 
‘Improving Australia's positioning capability is not just about improving location services on a smartphone. It's about 
helping farmers reduce costs and waste, enabling the Royal Flying Doctor Service to land in more locations than ever 
before, making it easy to dock a cruise ship in a busy port like Sydney Harbour, and improving safety on construction 
and mining sites.’  
 ---Dr James Johnson (CEO of Geoscience Australian) 
 
Geoscience Australia (GA) is a government-owned earth science organisation. It is a trusted national consultant on 
Australia’s geological information. It uses science and technology to document and understand the earth, to safeguard 
and enhance Australia’s national interests. 

 
 

 
Location: Canberra (35°20'36” S 149°09'30” E) 
Part of the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science 
CEO: Dr. James Johnson 
 
 
 
 
GA applies its extensive, profound and credible expertise, 
nationwide earth observation infrastructure and strong 
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partnerships to face the opportunities and challenges encountered by the country. The history of GA can be traced 
back to 1946. Its name was Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics (BMR), which was later renamed 
Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO) in 1992. It then changed to its current name in 2001. The scope 
of GA’s activities has now expanded into many fields. Today, in addition to conventional projects, such as resource 
development and topographic mapping, it also monitors natural disasters such as tsunamis, earthquakes, the effects 
of climate change, and also includes groundwater research, carbon capture and vegetation monitoring, as well as 
earth observations from space. 
 
In general, GA is Australia’s most authoritative geological information service organisation. In the past century, the 
background of the GA geological survey and scientific research has grown stronger in the process of continuous 
adjustment of organizations and functions. Through continuous learning and innovation, GA discovers and meets the 
needs of society for geological information, and provides Australian people and government with abundant, 
convenient and comprehensive geological information service. 
 

Main duty: GA has five strategic priorities to use the results and 
information of earth science research to serve Australia’s 
economic, social and environmental interests. 
 
1. Build Australia’s resource wealth to maximize the use of 
Australian present and future mineral and energy resources: 
Australia has abundant mineral and energy resources. High 
quality regional-scale geoscience information can help lower the 
risk of exploration. Combining that with advanced technologies, a 
skilled workforce, favourable natural environments, stable 
economy, effective legislative system and low sovereign risk, 
Australia has a significant advantage in the production of 
resource commodities in the world. 

 
2. Ensuring the safety of Australia’s community and making Australia more resilient to natural disasters: 

Natural disasters can cause loss of life and property, and disruption to business and livelihoods. The availability 
of hazard, vulnerability and exposure information can help Australia be better prepared and make well-informed 
decisions to minimize the risk of natural disaster. 

 
3. Securing Australia’s water resources to optimise and sustain Australian water use: 

Australia is the driest inhabited continent on earth, which makes water management a real challenge. In many 
parts of Australia, groundwater determines the development of agriculture, the environment, minerals and energy 
resource, and the well-being of regional communities. Knowing the connection between groundwater and surface 
water systems is crucial to our water security and regional growth. 

 
4. Managing Australia’s marine jurisdictions for the sustainable exploitation of the oceans: 

Australia’s marine jurisdiction makes up 4% of the world’s oceans, almost double the size of Australia’s landmass. 
With growing global attention on energy, food and security, to understand marine resources and assets, and 
having the ability to measure their change over time is becoming increasingly important to the economy. 

 
5. Providing fundamental geographic information to understand the location and timing of processes, 

activities and changes across Australia to inform decision making in the natural and built environment. 
Australia has a vast and rich landscape. Geographic data 
provides the nation with a complex view of the country’s 
landscape through time. Knowing when and where events 
and activities occur helps the government, industry, 
researchers, and the community to make better decisions in 
terms of healthy growth. 

 
The government will provide $64 million over a four-year period 
starting from 2019 to improve the accuracy, integrity and reliability 
of satellite navigation. This measure will allow near-real-time 
positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) data to be accurate to 3 
to 5 cm across Australia’s mobile phone coverage area.  
 
For further reading: 

• Budget Measures Budget Paper No.2: - https://archive.budget.gov.au/2018-19/bp2/bp2.pdf 

• CEO statement on Budget: - www.ga.gov.au/news-events/news/latest-news/ceo-statement-on-budget-2018-19 

• Building Australia’s Resource Wealth: - www.ga.gov.au/about/role/building-australias-resource-wealth 

• Geoscience Australia bushfire monitoring: - www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/earth-obs/case-studies/mapping-
bushfires 
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Helpful Hints 
 

Household items, daily living, hazards and solutions 
By Nina Sick, HOPE researcher WA 
 
It is mostly assumed that household items are inert and harmless, other than the occasional safety warnings that 
accompany electrical appliances. Unfortunately, many are unaware that products off-gas (evaporation from hard 
surfaces), especially newly bought ones, such as new cars (that new car smell is off-gassing). Many home products 
contain and have been treated with a myriad of toxic synthetic chemicals, such as: fungicides, insecticides, 
formaldehyde, benzene, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and plastics, such as phthalates, just to name a few. 
From when a home is constructed, and through daily living in it, over 60, 000 chemicals are used (though I will not be 
discussing construction in this article, I will leave that to the experts. Also refer to H is for ecoHome. An A-Z Guide to 
Health, Planet Friendly Household by Anna Kruger). Most chemicals are not tested rigorously for health and safety. 
Fragrances (phthalates) are also added to mask unpleasant chemical smells. Exposure to these chemicals, and in 
combination with (which health effects are largely unknown), attacks the nervous system and can result in 
unexpected, undesirable and unexplained diseases. Indoor air quality has become a public health issue. These 
effects are amplified in an unventilated environment. Too much time spent in these environments could result in Sick 
Building Syndrome, which has been recognised by the World Health Organisation. Symptoms are allergic and 
asthma-like. Could this partly explain why allergies and asthma are on the rise? So, it seems worthwhile to protect 
your health, and by doing so, the health of the environment by reducing the “chemical load”, with a few simple 
measures that can be employed over time. Purchasing and acting consciously also results in a higher standard of 
living and a sense of empowerment. There are alternatives for everything these days - just use some imagination and 
investigative skills. Don’t be sold by just advertising; just because a product is on the market or advertised does not 
mean that it is safe. Read product labels. Also consider buying fewer products and using less energy, which is of 
course, cheaper!  
 

Toxic chemicals 
Fungicides and insecticides 
Fungicides are toxic chemicals used to kill fungus and are found in treated wood products. Exposure can result in 
irritation and are toxic to the liver, skin, kidneys and central nervous system. Insecticides are also toxic chemicals 
used to kill a range of insects. Diazinon, for example, found in insecticides used in flea treatments for domestic 
animals, has been linked to birth defects. New carpets are also treated with these. It’s best to avoid these products 
and use essential oils instead. 
 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
VOCs are a group of carbon-based chemicals which evaporate easily. 
 

- Formaldehyde 
The most studied and widely used VOC, often used in manufacturing as a preservative and used with other chemicals 
to make glue. This is the off-gassing smell that is usually experienced with new products, such as pressed-wood 
products; and the higher the density of the pressed-wood, such as chipboard, where wood is glued together using 
formaldehyde, the higher the level of formaldehyde. New and demountable buildings and caravans are often the 
largest source of exposure to formaldehyde and are commonly linked with Sick Building Syndrome. New carpets 
containing polyester are finished with formaldehyde and contribute to Sick Building Syndrome. They are also found 
in a variety of cleaning products, paint and conventional, off-the-shelf personal care (see next article). Formaldehyde 
is a probable human carcinogen and as it releases harmful vapours, immediate exposure can result in irritation and 
respiratory problems, even death. Request furniture made from non-toxic glues and sealants. Source organic, plant-
based paint which also offer better coverage.  Use plant-based oils and waxes, such as beeswax on floorboards and 
wood products and on leather shoes instead. Look for felt instead of foam underlay carpets. Consider if replacing 
carpet is necessary and instead utilise non-chemical carpet cleaning methods such as steam cleaning.  
 

- Benzene 
An aromatic compound* found in petrol and petroleum products, which is also added to improve vehicular 
performance. Hence why most benzene in the atmosphere is emitted by car fumes and highest exposure is at petrol 
stations. This gas can be smelt! Benzene is also released from liquid detergents. It is highly toxic and is potentially 
carcinogenic. Immediate effects may result in dizziness, headaches and skin irritation. 
 
Phthalates  
Phthalates give plastics their flexibility and are largely used to manufacture PVCs found in cable wiring, upholstery, 
hoses and irrigation pipe, containers, personal care and children’s toys. Phthalates migrate out of products and 
contaminate the air, and can cross the placenta and damage foetuses. They are almost never listed on the ingredients 
listing on products. 
 
Cleaning products 
Cleaning and instilling fear has become “big business” and a multi-million-dollar industry. This is driving the overuse 
of industrial chemicals in households through advertising, such as that all bacteria are bad and should be 
removed/disinfected, which is false. Most conventional cleaning products contain harmful industrial chemicals, such 
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as disinfectants, containing VOCs, and solvents, which depress the central nervous system, and that only the active 
constituent needs to be on the label. So how is the consumer to know what other ingredients are in the product?! 
There is little to no regulation of chemicals used in cleaning products. 
 

Cleaning does not need to involve a cocktail of toxic chemicals. 
The easiest way is to buy cleaning products from organic 
companies, such as Miessence’s EnViron homecare range 
(instead of deciphering labels which do not have all the 
ingredients anyway!) and go back to basics such as being 
hygienic and keeping it simple. Clean up food scraps and wipe 
down surfaces as soon as possible. Also use bi-carbonate of 
soda, lemon juice, and eucalyptus oil, which are natural 
disinfectants, and micro-fibre cloths such as those made by Enjo 
(which also reduce waste so avoiding single use, disposable 
wipes, which are also treated with toxic disinfectants). Refer to 
Green Cleaner. Simple, effective and cheap cleaning 
alternatives for a safer and healthier home and planet by Barbara 
Lord for solutions and other ideas. Some essential oils can also 
be used to kill mould. 

 
 

Avoid synthetic air fresheners and fly sprays, not only are they unnecessary and wasteful, they are highly toxic. Use 
essential oils (aromatherapy), and herbs such as basil, thyme and rosemary, respectively, and ventilate indoor areas. 
There are also fly papers available with a sticky coating to attract flies. 
 
Washing 
Conventional off-the-shelf washing powders sold in supermarkets also contain a myriad of toxic chemicals, which are 
mostly petrochemicals, and although may clean clothes well, have a high cost to the environment and wildlife, 
particularly, in waterways, and can also impact human health. Again, there are many safe and inexpensive 
alternatives on the market nowadays, such as soap nuts, and Happi and Platypus laundry liquids. Use Bi-carbonate 
of soda and lemon juice for stain removal or a targeted, less toxic stain remover for stubborn stains. Avoid fabric 
softeners and brighteners as these are unnecessary and place further pressure on waterways due to highly toxic 
chemical compounds. This toxic load, also containing nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, can result in algal 
blooms of stagnant water systems in warm temperatures, which results in harming wildlife and has been responsible 
for mass fish deaths throughout recent human history. The “clean clothes smell” many have become accustomed to 
is chemical residue from washing, and can result in skin irritation and inflammation. Also avoid dry cleaning where 
possible as very toxic industrial chemicals are used for cleaning. 
 
Clothing 
Choose organic cotton (Blessed Earth have a great range of certified organic cotton goods) and bamboo clothing and 
materials as most clothes are made from unsustainable materials and are treated with formaldehyde. It is 
recommended to wash clothes before wear to remove formaldehyde, and avoid “crease resistant” as contains higher 
levels of formaldehyde. Also be mindful of how much water is being used throughout the day, especially in a drying 
climate such as in Australia. Hand wash where possible. 
 
Cooking 
Sourcing cookware where health has been considered is important and there are many alternatives available on the 
market today. Avoid aluminium cookware and non-stick Teflon-based (plastic) pans. Purchase stainless steel pans 
and enameled cookware. Neoflam products are a great alternative and can often be sourced at shops where organic 
produce can be bought. Also avoid cling wrap to store/cover food, which is a suspected carcinogen, and where plastic 
is easily transferred into food. Avoid microwaving food as radiation is used to heat the food, use convectional heating 
instead. Thermomixes are a great, easy and quick way of heating food. Also cook multiple dishes at a time in ovens 
to reduce energy use, and avoid aluminium foil for cooking as the cooking process leaches aluminium into food and 
has a high “ecological footprint” due the mining of aluminium. Also avoid purchasing multiple cooking/kitchen devices 
if one can fulfil the same functions. It is better for the environment to buy one device than several. This also saves 
time and money. 
 

General Tips 
In the last few decades, industry and companies have become aware of consumer demand for alternative and “green” 
products. Unfortunately, there is not enough, if any, regulation of these terms. There are many fake and 
unsubstantiated claims and a lot of false advertising so it is necessary to conduct independent research. The word 
eco has become meaningless unless backed by true “green” credentials such as businesses displaying 
Greenbizcheck accreditation, use of Greenfleet vehicles, carbon neutral and negative initiatives, such as Climate 
Friendly and companies that use Greenpower. I have even seen chopped wood products promoted as storing carbon, 
which is false. Living woody plants sequester carbon. Buy sustainable wood products and question where wood is 
sourced from. Never buy wood from old growth forests. 
 

Figure 1 Credit: Dr Peter Dingle 
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Other tips: 
- Choose safe alternatives to pesticides, of which there are many, such as chilli and garlic solutions 
- Dehumidifiers and air filters are also available 

 

Waste 
Diverting waste from landfill has become a very popular topic in the last few years due to concerns about land and 
space (native vegetation is sometimes cleared to accommodate room), and environmental and health consequences. 
Consuming less is the most important step to take, then buying less packaged products, especially unnecessarily 
packaged ones such as for fresh food and vegetables. Also buy packaging that is either biodegradable or recyclable. 
Be aware that some biodegradable bags are made from plastic so break down more quickly into smaller plastic which 
is actually worse for the environment. So, ensure that bags are made from plant-based materials that are GM-free. 
Dispose of waste thoughtfully, especially hazardous waste, which usually needs to go through a separate process 
through local councils. Also consider that not all recyclable products are being recycled so again, purchasing less is 
better. Consider which items can also be used as multi-purpose, such as used food jars for bulk food storage and 
wooden boxes as plant pots etc. 
 

Energy saving 
Energy efficiency is energy and cost saving. There are pros and cons for using gas and electrical sources, depending 
on the source and level of pollution. 
 
Tips: 

- As fridges consume a considerable amount of household energy, only purchase sizes that meet the 
requirements for food that is needed to be cooled, as vacant spaces in a fridge use more energy to cool 
down than a full fridge. Purchase fridges and appliances with a lower energy rating and turn the thermostat 
down by 1-degree celsius. 

- Avoid making short trips in the car 
- Use LED or at least, fluorescent light globes  
- Regularly service large appliances if used frequently 
- Insulate homes 
- Turn appliances off when not in use and at the switch and don’t leave computers on ‘stand by’ mode 

- Air dry clothing instead of using a dry cleaner. Just leave a little more time  
- Avoid using electric blankets, which are also detrimental to health as they interfere with the nervous system, 

especially in “vulnerable” populations such as pregnant women and children. Electric blankets also emit 
electromagnetic frequencies (EMFs). The closer the source, the greater the exposure to EMFs. This is 
another reason to completely turn off appliances, and use more blankets/bedding instead. Much information 
has been surfacing about EMFs and electromagnetic radiation (EMR) recently. There is also a lot that can 
be done to protect one’s self. Visit www.buildingbiologywa.com.au/ and 
https://shop.superhealth.com.au/emf-protection/ 

 
*Organic chemical compounds, often used as solvents 
 
Further reading 

• Is your home making you sick? Part 1: Volatile Chemicals by Peter Dingle (PhD) and Toni Brown (BA Dip Ed 
Cert Health Sc) and visit www.drdingle.com/blogs/dr-dingle-blog/chemicals-kids-and-cancer-why-kids-are-
particularly-vulnerable-to-toxic-home-chemicals 

• Green Cleaner. Simple, effective and cheap cleaning alternatives for a safer and healthier home and planet by 
Barbara Lord 

• H is for ecoHome. An A-Z Guide to Health, Planet Friendly Household by Anna Kruger 

• Slow Death by Rubber Duck by Rick Smith & Bruce Lourie 

• Protecting your Fertility. The Dangers of Conventional Pest Control and Natural, Safe Alternatives Revealed by 
Gabriela Rosa 

• The Chemical Maze by Bill Statham 

• Going Organic by Kris Abbey 
 

 
 

  
Fact of the month: 
 

How much clothing do we waste? 
 

That’s: 
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Queensland News 
 

Wild Mountains Trust -  wildmountains.org 
 
The Wild Mountains Trust is an independent, community focused, non-profit 
organisation providing leadership in environmental education and 
conservation. 
 
Wild Mountains has a vision of a world where people lead fulfilling lives while 
sharing the earth’s resources with all of the life forms on this planet and without 
degrading our life support systems. This vision has become a world class 
centre where environmental education in a natural setting is the cornerstone 
of learning. We believe the best way of achieving this vision is through 
education, inspiring the community to lead environmentally conscious 
lifestyles, and actively participating in conserving habitat and other resources. 
 
The Trust has acquired land south of Rathdowney adjoining the World Heritage 
Border Ranges National Park for a nature reserve and venue for education. In 
subtropical and eucalypt forests, participants of our programs have the 
opportunity to discover an amazing natural 

world. Here, using the unique purpose-built residential facility, quality experiential 
environmental education for the whole community is provided. Our vision sees people 
sharing life’s amazing natural wonders through programs that help them to 
understand their relationship to the natural world. Wild Mountains’ supporters 
participate in the functioning of a centre that demonstrates new technologies in its 
building infrastructure, renewable power, waste management, water collection and 
sound land stewardship. For the benefit of future generations and reinforcement of 
learnings from our educational programs. 
 
Contacts: 
Website: wildmountains.org 
Facebook: facebook.com/ReconnectWithNature/ 
Instagram: #wildmountainsliving 
 
Upcoming Events: 
March Volunteer Weekend 14/15 - featuring workshop for Boomerang Bags 
April AGM 5th October 
May Volunteer Weekend 2/3 - featuring workshop for Macropods 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

Quote of the month: 
 

Only when the last tree  

has been cut, and the last  

river has been poisoned, and 

the last fish has been  

caught will we  

realise that we  

cannot eat money.  
 

– Cree Indian Proverb 
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National News 

School Strikes for Climate - schoolstrike4climate.com 

On 30th November 2018, Greta Thunberg and the Fridays for Future movement 
held its first strike. 

In 2019, the movement grew rapidly, encompassing students and people all over 
the globe and from all walks of life. On March 15 that year, the second massive 
global strike was held, gathering almost over a million people worldwide. 

From there, the presence of climate change on the global political agenda grew 
larger and larger. The rallies built up momentum, creating discussion, coming 
under attack from the fossil fuel industry, climate deniers, politicians - but they just 
kept coming. 

On September 20, the third massive global strike was held. After months of hype, 
this was growing into the biggest one yet, gathering over 7.6 million people 
worldwide, and cementing the School Strike movement as a frontrunner in mass 
people mobilisation for the climate. 

These actions have pushed climate change to the top of the political agenda. It 
was the topic on everyone’s tongues! Everybody knew ‘something’ had to be done … except, apparently, the people 
in power. COP25 failed us. The UN Climate Summit failed us. Fossil fuels continue to be used. 

Every day, the ‘school strike for climate’ had to come up against the perpetuation of misinformation disguised as 
scepticism, patronisation by politicians, claims of inefficiency, of hopelessness; called stupid, naïve, prejudiced. 
Attacked, baseless claims of a hidden agenda, of foolishness, gullibility. A hoax. 

During November 2019, Australia was hit with the largest and worst bushfires we’ve ever seen, burning over 10 million 
hectares of land. For reference, that’s almost as much as the total land area of England. Climate change has 
contributed to the conditions necessary for such extreme bushfires. Rallies were held on November 29th with the aim 
to amplify the voices of bushfire victims and to call on the 
Federal government for preventative measures. 

As the horrific fire season worsened, we saw millions of animals 
die, and hundreds of houses lost. It was a sombre time for 
Australia. On January 17th 2020, a bushfire vigil was held to 
recall what had been lost. It was a time of grief for many. Our 
Federal government, however, kept wallowing along, approving 
new coal mines, saying more and more outrageous things, trying 
to divert from the corruption so present within our democracy. 
Enough is enough is enough 

In 2020, there are plans to go bigger and better. The next 
national strike will be on May 15, and all across Australia we’re 
set to go with our placards and signs, our voices and 
megaphones. We’re jumping right off the back of the devastating 
bushfires and using it to deliver a message of hope to the people 
and politicians of Australia. 

Together, we can curb the impacts of climate change and create the foundations for a survivable future. 
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Landcare Australia is an environmental not-for-profit organisation and registered charity whose mission is to protect 
local ecosystems which contribute to the sustainability and productivity of Australia’s land and water assets for the 
benefit of all Australians. 

♦ ♦ ♦  
Landcare Australia works in partnership with multiple stakeholders to support the landcare community with funding 
and capacity building opportunities for on-ground projects. Landcare Australia develops campaigns to raise 
awareness of landcare to increase participation and to attract corporate and philanthropic support. 

♦ ♦ ♦  
The funding supports the landcare community to achieve a diverse range of positive outcomes. These include a 
sustainable approach to integrated land management, natural habitat restoration, enhancing biodiversity, building 
resilience in Australia’s food and farming systems, and creating social cohesion and wellbeing in communities. 

 
Some of Landcare’s Programmes: 
Landcare Australia, with the financial and in-kind support of federal and state government departments, corporate 
sponsors, and private donors, delivers a range of programmes that support Landcare and local community groups, 
schools, the business sector and the general public more broadly. 
 
 
  

landcareaustralia.org.au  

The Green Army is a hands-on, 
practical, environmental action 
programme and as a Green Army 
participant you will be involved in a 
range of activities which may 
include: 

• Weed control & re-vegetating 
reserves, national parks & 
habitat critical in conserving 
threatened species. 

• Improving water quality by 
cleaning up waterways & 
stabilising riverbanks. 

• Constructing pathway & 
boardwalks to improve public 
access & protect local wildlife. 

• Monitoring & mapping native 
flora & fauna. 

• Restoring & protecting cultural 
heritage. 

CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL 
VOLUNTEERING 

Volunteering offers many benefits, 
including opportunities for your 
employees to: gain new skills and 
knowledge, enjoy a sense of 
achievement and fulfillment, 
develop personally and boost self-
esteem, as well as connect to and 
better understand their 
community. 
 
Landcare Australia’s Corporate 
Environmental Volunteering (CEV) 
program not only offers you with a 
meaningful, synergistic project for 
your employees to deliver positive 
environmental outcomes, it’s also 
a great way to build teams and 
increase staff engagement within 
the workplace. 

Landcare Australia prioritises youth 
engagement in environmental 
conservation and provides many 
opportunities for young people to get 
involved in their local youth or 
community group. 
 

• Landcare Scouts Badge - 
Scouts Australia & Landcare 
have a long-running 
partnership. There are many 
great ways in which Scouts can 
contribute. 
 

• Landcare Youth Summit - The 
Youth Summit offers a mixture 
of discussions & workshops 
featuring young members from 
the areas of sustainability, 
biodiversity protection, 
Indigenous perspectives & 
climate change. 
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By Daniela Dal’ Castel, HOPE Researcher, QLD 
 

Gardening Australia provides practical, realistic, and credible horticultural and gardening advice. You might recognise 
the name from the very popular Logie Award-winning ABC television show hosted by Costa Georgiadis and 
horticultural experts from all around Australia. Its extensive online content can guide you through all facets of 
gardening including design, harvesting, plant care, and even DIY projects. At abc.net.au/gardening you will find a 
trove of helpful hints and information on everything gardening-related and you won’t be able to help learning 
something fascinating each time you visit. 
 

Resources that can be accessed on the Gardening Australia site: 

 
  

Factsheets: Gardening Australia maintains a 
comprehensive library of factsheets in video form on 
their website. There are hundreds of video factsheets 
on a range of topics including problems, pests & 
diseases, plant care, fruit, vegies & herbs, tips, tools & 
techniques, soil, mulch & compost, garden design, and 
DIY projects. 

Plant Database: The Plant Finder tool allows you to 
search the online database of plants and provides 
vibrant photos and informative descriptions. It includes 
information such as the preferred climate, soil, watering, 
sunlight, and pruning of each plant. 

The Vegie Guide: This resource consists of various, in-
depth articles on growing methods, soil health and plant 
health. The vegie Guide provides a wealth of 
information on things like crop rotation, how to make the 
perfect compost, organic fungicide, worm farming, 
making your own fertiliser, and pest management & 
remedies. 

Stories: Here you get an insight into how gardening 
aficionados maintain their botanic havens with tips and 
advice on how you can do it too. Some stories include an 
inner-city market garden helping urban kids get a taste 
for growing food, a native bee community project, and a 
primary school where students are playing an important 
role in growing and saving the seed of locally rare and 
endangered plants. 
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What is Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network (TERN)?  
By Vincent Parisi, HOPE Researcher, Qld 
 
Hosted by the University of Queensland, the ‘Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network’ (TERN) operates as 
Australia’s national ecosystem observatory, collecting data on key terrestrial environments in hundreds of locations 
across the nation.  

 
 
As a commonwealth government funded body, TERN 
key aim is to Understand ecosystem change, the rate 
of change occurring, and its underlying environmental 
pressures associated with change. TERN aims to 
provide open access data, tools and infrastructure for 
researchers and the community.  

 
With the ongoing effects of climate change influencing 
natural cycles at all scales, standardised data on 
ecosystem change is vital for address current and 
future challenges. Questions that TERN look to 
address include: 
 
 

 

• How are our ecosystems responding to environmental pressures, and how might positive trends be enhanced 
and negative consequences managed? 

• How is our environment likely to alter in the future, for example in relation to a changing climate? 

• How are significant environmental assets—soils, carbon stocks, 
water, vegetation and biodiversity—responding to such changes and 
to their management? 

• How resilient are the ecosystem services upon which our society and 
many of our industries depend, such as soil health, nutrient cycling, 
fire mitigation, provision of clean water, crop pollination and carbon 
sequestration? 

 
TERN currently publishes monthly newsletters, with a list of ongoing 
news, events, reports and relevant content. If you wish to find out more 
about this excellent organisation or sign up to the newsletter, they can be 
reached at www.tern.org.au/Newsletter-pg17740.html.  
 

 
 

 

 
  

Tip of the month: 
 
Refuse to buy food products that use 
excessive and unnecessary amounts of 
packaging.  
 
Supermarkets, Coles and Woolworths, are 
repeat offenders, continually packaging fruits 
and vegetables in layers of plastic. 
 
Demand unpackaged fruit and vegetables by 
buying the loose varieties. 
 
 

Fruit covered in plastic at Sydney Woolworths 
Source: news.com.au 
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Resources 
 

How to plant - save the planet … by searching the internet – ecosia.org  
By Gemma Styles 
 
In 2009, search engine, Ecosia was launched in Germany by 
Christian Kroll, around the time of the UN Climate talks in 
Copenhagen.  By 2011, Ecosia had raised 250,000 euros for 
the Amazon and other forests across the world by donating 
80% of the search engine’s profits. Fast forward to 2020 and 
the statistics are even higher. So, why am I just hearing about 
this now?  If you were already aware and have been using 
Ecosia, well done.  For those who didn’t know about it, the 
process is simple. Type, Ecosia into your favourite browser, 
such as Chrome, Firefox or Bing, and follow the links to 
download the Ecosia extension. 
 
I have been using Ecosia for a few weeks now. At first, I thought it might be like my first experience with Bing – 
frustrating and all but useless, as the searches rarely brought up what I was looking for, but Ecosia is not far off 
Google.  I may have to scroll further down the page to get to the most fitting result, but ultimately, I have found 
everything I’ve needed. 
 
This is an amazing idea to help the planet as it is so simple and so effective, there is barely a reason for anyone to 
not do their part in saving the forests, when all it takes is to search the internet! Follow the links below for more 
information, and happy internet surfing.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
Arrival of new titles at CSIRO Publishing 
By Daniela Dal’Castel, HOPE Researcher, Qld 
 
As you may know, CSIRO Publishing is Australia’s leading science publisher of journals, books and magazines. 
They have an extensive range of titles and subjects that you can shop, and their library has just gotten bigger with 
the introduction of new environment titles such as Frogs, Reptiles, Water, and Rainforest Seeds. 
 
Ever wanted to know about the Magnificent Tree Frog? Learn about their intriguing mating rituals, be surprised by 
facts like they have a preference for man-made habitats such as shower-blocks and dunnies, or maybe you’d be 
interested to know that they have the largest venom gland of all Australian amphibians!  
 
All this fascinating information and more can be found in the many new compelling books now available at 
publish.csiro.au  
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

publish.csiro.au 


